An approximate treatment of modes in a waveg uide of variable width is prese nted . It is assumed that the boundaries satisfy impeda nce-type boundary conditions. The model consists of two paralle l plate waveguide regions connected by a linearly tapered section. The res ults have application to the theory of VLF radio wave propagation whe n the ionospheric heights a re not constant along the path.
Introduction
The waveguide mode theory has been quite successful in explaining many of the broad features of propagation of VLF radio waves to great distances. Furthermore, the diurnal variation of phase of a cw carrier can often be interpreted in terms of the relative amount, of solar illumination on the great circle path. In carrying out such an in terpretation, it is usunJly assumed that a waveguide mode passes smoothly through the day/night transition without change of field pattern across the guid e. Indeed, the experimental data show li ttle evidence of distortion of the field in this transition r egion. Exceptions are indi ca ted in the data of Lauter and Sprenger [1952] who observcd amplitude variations in East Gcrmany from the GBR transmission from England which indicated an undulating field . He explained this qualitatively in terms of diffraction from a ledge of ionization which was truncated at sunrise and sunset.
An alternative approach is followed here which would appcar to be more appropriate for propagation to great distances. The model chosen is a parallel plate waveguide of constant width h which is connected to a waveguide of constant width h + !J.h by a linearly tapered section. The nature of the waveguide modes in the two parallel plate waveguides is well Imown . The character of the modes, in the tapered section, is fu'st obtained by examining the permissible solutions in idealized wedge regions. Then an approximate method is applied to evaluate the coupling between the three waveguide regions.
Wedge Solutions
We consider a wedge consisting of two nonparallel plane surfaces. With r espect to a cylindrical coordinate system (p,c/>,z) , the apex of the wedge is the z axis and its surfaces are at c/> = O and C/ > = if;. The situation is shown in figure 1. For simplicity the fields are taken .
• REGION UNDER CONSIDERATION '" FIGURE 1. The wedge region.
not to vary in the z direction so that 0 /0 2= 0. This restricts the direction of propagation to be normal to the apex of the wedge region. Furthermore, the magnetic field is taken to have only a z component. Since the lower surface (¢ = O) is to represent the ground, it will be assumed that E p= O for cf > = 0 and O< p< 00. The upper boundary which is to represent the lower edge of the ionosphere is assumed to be characterized by a surface impedance Z. Thus
A suitable so lu tion within the region O< cf > < >/; is of the form [Wait, 1959] H z= AZv(kp) cos vcf>
where A is a constant and Z v is a cylindrical Bessel function of (complex) order v and argument kp.
The choice of the factor cos v¢ automatically assures that the boundary condition at ¢ = O is satisfied.
The boundary condition at ¢ = >/; can be rewritten in the form 1
where it is indicated that the surface impedance is a function of p. To Facilitate t he solu tion , it is necessary to choose the p dependence such that
where Po and Zo are constants. Thus
where ~ is the dielectric constant in the wedge region. On applying eq (5) to eq (2) we see that (6) Solution of this equ ation yields a set of values of v which are denoted V s' vVe shall now demonstrate that these modes are orthogonal over the angular domain of the wedge. For example, consider (7) where V s and Vq both satisfy eq (6 ). Since
it is not difficult to show that which demonstrates the orthogonality. The normalization constant for the modes is (9) It is now a simple matter to express the field H z (p,cf> ) at any point in the wedge in terms of its value over the surface P = PJ , O< ¢ < >/;. Since the modes form a complete set,
where t he summation is over all modes. T hen, because of orthogonality, th e coefficien t A s for the 8th mode m ay be expressed as Befor e proceeding furth er i t is desirable to discuss something about the properties of t he modes in the wedge region . Until t he source itself is prescribed , the radial or p dependence of t he fi eld is not known . However , in general, t he cylindrical B essel function Z's(lep ) m ay b e r epresented as the linear combin ation of Lwo Hankel fun ctions, of t be first and second kind , of order v8 • Thus a mod e is of t he form (12) II' lcp > > 1 and kp >ivsi it is p ermi ssible to r ephtce the Hankel fun ction s by t heir D cbye or second-ord er approxim ations [Wait, 1959] . Thu s
wh er e IX is defin ed by vs= kp cos a. An alterna tive form is
It is evid ent tha t these have t he character of tmveling waves propagatin g in n eglttive and 
It is seen that eq (15 ) has precisely the form of the modal equation for a paraJlel place wavegu id e of equivalent h eight h' and surface impedance (on one wall) equal to Z [Wait, 1960] .
The choice of the kind of Hankel function (i.e., first or second) is dictated by the nature of the problem. In general, a linear combination is required. However, if the waves are excited over the aperture plane P= PI then for p> PI in an infinite wedge region the Hankel function of the second kind only is needed.
Composite Problem
We shall now consider the composite waveguide problem mentioned in the introduction. The situation is illustrated in figure 2 .
A Cartesian coordinate system, (x,y,z) , is chosen such that the earth's surface (assumed flat) is the plane z= O. An ionospheric reflecting layer of surface impedance ZI is located at z= h and x< O. A similar reflecting layer of surface impedance Z2 is located at z= h+ tJ.h for x> b. The transition section extends from x= O to x= b with a linear variation of height from h to h+ tJ.h. The surface impedance of the surface of the transition section must be a linear function of P in order to make use of the orthogonal set of modes discussed above. It is convenient to choose Z = ZoPo/ p where po=a sec if; which is equivalent to z = zo + a for the interval O< x< b.
x a A single waveguide mode is now considered to be incident from the left. It is taken to be of the form [Wait, 1960] H z=e-i kXSp cos kCpz (16) where Sp = (1-C;)t and Cp is a solution of (17) where p = O, 1,2, ... and
The integer p is the order of the waveguide mode under consideration. A general incident field is obtained by superimposing all possible p modes.
In a rigorous treatment of this problem we would need to set up a general representation of the fields in the three waveguide regions. To evaluate the unknown coefficients it is then required to match the tangential electric and magnetic fields across the aperture planes at x= O and x= b. This leads to a very cumbersome (infinite) set of equations which must be solved for the infinite sets of coefficients. The problem is also complicated since the plane x=constant is not a coordinate surface in the natural cylindrical coordinates for the wedge region.
In order to obtain a useful result, albeit approximate, a number of simplifying assumptions are made. The justification for these are mainly on physical grounds. Essentially, the idea is to neglect the reflected waves at the aperture planes at x=O and x= b. This approach has been used by Solymar [1959] who treated a number of analogous problems in microwave guides, and by Furutsu [1957] who considered related problems in radio propagation over mixed paths. In view of th e above assumption, the field in the wedge transition region has the form H z= ~ A sH ;!) (kp) where If the length of the trans ition section, b, is large compared with the height ch ange, t:..h , it is reasonable to assume that H z (Po,cp ) is given adequately by t he inciden t mod e. This has th e form (20) and thu (21) where Therefore (22) where the superscript p is to indicate that this is the value appropriate to th e pth incident mode. The fun ction }J(~) in the form given above may be rewritten in the form where the integral I of the four variables, is expressible in terms of Fresnel integrals appendix). This is restricted only by th e previously imposed condition that 0/< <1.
A somewhat simpler approach is possible if, in addition, kp00/2< <1. Then and it follows that (wh en ZO=ZI) i ' "
The second in tegral of eq (24) can be reduced in the following way
457
(see (24) (25)
Thi s latter resul t is usable for J..L,cv . When J. . L =V the in tegral may b e handled in the manner ' Whil e this is essentially the solu tion of th e problem it is desirable to make some fur th er simplifications to pel'mit discussion . Sin ce the impor tant mod es at VLF are n eal' grazmg we can approximate J. . L and v as follows [W ai t, 1960] p = l , 2, 3 . . . 
On th e other h a nd , if p = s, th e integral is given by (29) \tVe ar e now in a position to write down som e relatively simpl e formulae wh ich d escr ib e the transitio n. First, we see that (30) where O(lf2) is a quantity which is of second-order smallness in If. Consequently
v,
Po
In th e case of th e mod es where p,cs,
and th erefor e
The respective modal equations are
The coefficients a . and {3q are expressible in terms of Fresnel integrals which are functions of the angle if;, b, Zl, Zz, and Z(x) as discussed in previous sections. Furthermore, in order to assure orthogonality of the modes in the wedge region, it was necessary to choose 
Now at the junction at x = b, the situation is very similar. Thus {3p~ 1 and (3 s~ -a, for 8~p. This implies, of course, that reconversion from modes of order 8 (~p) back to the mode of order p are neglected. In view of our previous assumption about the smallness oJ if; , thi s is entirely justified.
We see from the present analysis that the mode conversion is probably an extremely small effect and can be neglected in most cases of practical interest. Indeed, experimental data on amplitude and phase variations do not appear to have any pronounced and reproducible features which could be attributed to mode conversion at a day/night transition. 2 However, local ionospheric disturbances may well produce abrupt height changes which could lead to effective values of if; which are not small. Further effort is being directed toward a better understanding of these phenomena.
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' A. O. Jean (personal communication) indicates that there is a consistent phase distortion for the path NBA (Panama) to Boulder. It is possible this could be attributed to the interaction with the spurious second mode produced at the transition boundary. 6 . References
